Rocky View Schools

Learning Design Process

The RVS Learning Design Process where teachers:
- DISCOVER who their students are and what they need,
- DEFINE the learning through the pitch tool and instructional inventory and then
- DEVELOP the design of learning using the Learning Design Plan. Students and teachers then
- DOCUMENT the learning journey and student work through exhibitions, galas, showcases,

publishing, displays, reflections, and more.

Designing a sequence of student experiences and their reflections, is often a process of intentional convergences and
divergences. Divergences happen when we seek new ideas, try different routes, take detours to learn new skills, and
to collect more perspectives.
Convergence is the confluence, or bringing together, of these different routes where we gather our ideas and
perspectives together to reflect on the journey and chart a course for the next steps.

For more information about the Learning Design Process or the Learning Design Team
visit http://makinglearningvisible.com
Share your journey and learning designs using #rvsed
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Brainstorm a large number of ideas that you could pursue for a potential instructional design. Structuring
the brainstorm with prompts will help.
This gets you… the raw materials for the DEVELOP phase of the design process.
Keep in mind… making this process visible and sharing it with others will boost the number of
perspectives and voices sharing great ideas.

Curriculum and Concepts:

What topics from the program of studies are you connecting and designing toward?

What could students CREATE, DO, or REFLECT on?

Brainstorm different ways students can show they

know. Brainstorm different artifacts students can create.

Who are the People, Places, Programs that could enrich the learning?
field experiences, resources and more.

Brainstorm experts,
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Brainstorm a large number of ideas that you could pursue for a potential instructional design. Structuring
the brainstorm with prompts will help.
This gets you… the raw materials for the DEVELOP phase of the design process.
Keep in mind… making this process visible and sharing it with others will boost the number of
perspectives and voices sharing great ideas.

Strengths and Interests:

What are some class strengths and opportunities? What are your own passions and

interested connected to this topic? What interests, passions, hobbies, questions does your class have?

Inclusive Practices:

What are some strategies that have worked in the past? What are some universal and targeted

strategies you might try?

Making Learning Visible:

How could you share the learning journey? Brainstorm opportunities to showcase

student work? Brainstorm who might the authentic audience be?
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Define the Pitch

In the DISCOVER phase you collected a variety of insights, ideas, and needs. Now it is time to make some choices and DEFINE the
learning you will design toward.
This gets you… to craft a concise pitch of the learning to share with your students, admin, colleagues, and the broader learning
community. Your pitch can act to Hook your audience. Consider using powerful images, titles, and bulleted lists to engage them.
Keep in mind… giving the project or learning journey a title or name will help it gain meaning and momentum. Awesome examples
include: MEtoWE, Building Futures, Project WILD, and Kindness Ninjas.

Time to create your Pitch!

Title:
Students will…

Time to get Feedback on your pitch of the learning opportunity, the learning outcomes, and student products. Who will
you share this with in order to get their feedback? Asking specific questions about areas you’d like to focus on, or improve
in your pitch can help. For example receiving feedback or advice about assessment, inclusive practices, community
resources or support.
Offer your critical friend prompts to help get meaningful feedback:
What if….

I wonder…

Have you considered…

I like…

Other cool ideas we’ve seen in RVS include creating your pitch as a movie poster or movie trailer, adding the pitch to
the class website, or Twitter (we’d love to see and hear it #rvsed).
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We often think of learning as a journey, an adventure that can often take unexpected paths and detours as a response to
student questions and needs.
Visual planning invites conversation. Like a work of unfinished art, it asks you to stand back and look at the whole journey
as well as get up close and examine the pieces.
We think that the most powerful thing you could do with any design is to share it with a colleague and ask them to give you
their thoughts.

Logo and Project Title

What skills or knowledge do they need to be successful? What will you need to explicitly teach in
order for students to be successful?

What is the sequence of learning experiences along the journey?

How will students reflect? What evidence or artifacts will be created? What formative and
summative assessments will you design to reflect on the experiences?

What else do you want to keep front of mind or track along the journey? For example tracking
experts that support the learning or inclusive practices.

Create your journey on a poster, bulletin board, or trifold. There are some digital
tools you might consider like: https://padlet.com/ , or http://miro.com where you
can create a shareable digital learning journey. Once you’ve started mapping,
share it with others and get their feedback. Make your learning visible as well :)
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Feedback and Sharing
We often look for constructive feedback after we create something new or hit a roadblock. Below are some
of the processes we use or facilitate to gather feedback from others to help improve our learning design.

GASP Protocol
Showcase your design or work to date and have others provide feedback using sticky notes.
Give ideas: provide ideas, resources, or advice to the other participants.
Ask Questions: provide questions as you gallery walk the other projects.
Steal Ideas: find ideas in your gallery walk that you might incorporate into your own plan.

Critical Friends Protocol
Share your work with someone that can offer you honest and helpful feedback! Think of questions you may have or areas
you’d like their feedback on. Ask your critical friend(s) to respond to your project with the following prompts:
I like….
I wonder…
What if…
*Keep in mind, the feedback you receive is a gift and your role at this time is to listen and record the feedback. At the end
you may want to ask clarifying or follow up on promising ideas.

Ask and You Shall Receive
Develop specific ‘Asks’ for the group. These might be suggestions for specific students, field experience ideas, names of
experts, and/or rubric or planning materials. Post these questions where others can offer their ideas and suggestions. We’ll
often post the questions next to a pitch or illustrated learning journey.
We like using sticky notes or dry erase marker to make our plans and planning assets. This is partially so that they can be
edited and revised easily, but it’s also so that the plans can be displayed, seen and reflected upon by the learning
community. None of us is as creative as all of us.

Notes:
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Making Learning Visible
This gets you… to consider not just the final product, but how might you share the learning journey as well. Consider using bulletin
boards to share the learning to everyone.
Keep in mind…“Making a process visible, makes a practice reflect-able.” John Maeda

Check out #rvsed to get inspired from awesome teachers in our division. What about publishing a book, creating a
podcast, producing a learning story video… looking forward to sharing in your journey.

How will you share the ongoing learning journey? How will student worked be shared or showcased?

Reflect on your Learning Design Experience
What went well in the design process? How and why? What will you try again when designing learning? What would you
change? What was tricky?

We would love to hear your feedback on the process and the guidebook. Please take a moment to provide your
feedback on our Google Form here: https://forms.gle/jDXD4AJgEQ97o16o9

